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Project description 
From November 2019 to September 2020, the World Institute of Youth Art led the project "The Art of the 
Rights of the Child" as part of the actions organized in partnership with the JCE of Troyes, CAF de l'Aube 
and UNICEF Champagne-Ardenne to celebrate the 30th anniversary of the International Convention on the 
Rights of the Child (CRC). 

The objectives were to make the CRC known, to promote artistic practice and to celebrate the 30 years of 
the Convention. We have imagined an international action where each person in charge of a group of 
children, within a primary school, an art school or any other establishment welcoming children, can commit 
themselves in a flexible manner according to their own schedule of activities. 

The project proposed several stages: 

- To take a photo or video to present the group 

- To organize debates and discussions about the Convention 

- To let the children to express themselves about their rights in an artistic way 

- To make a final video presenting the result of the work 

- To organize an exhibition and invite parents to learn about the work done with the children and deliver 
certificates   

No date constraint was imposed, the only instruction was to return the videos or presentation photos 
before November 20th, 2019 (anniversary date of the Convention) and to return the final work by the end 
of January 2020. 

A total of 26 institutions from 17 countries have signed up to this intercultural dialogue project, nearly 800 
children and young people have become ambassadors for the rights of the child. Each establishment 
produced a photo or video presenting the actors of the project and 17 establishments from 13 countries 
submitted the final video of the work carried out. 

The CRC has been approached through the visual arts, music, dance, theatre, science, games, computers… 
with creativity, imagination and seriousness. 

Among the participants, it should be noted that the Valsassina school in Lisbon, Portugal, the Carol Baur 
College in Mexico and the Conde Domingos and Gato Xadrez schools in Brazil, have done exemplary work 
in terms of the involvement of teachers and students. An article written by the teachers responsible for the 
Lisbon group argues for the benefits of participating in this project and the repercussions for the children 
and their institution. For the Mexican institution, 23 projects were carried out on the first and second cycle, 
mobilizing 173 children and 15 teachers from this UNESCO associated school. For Brazilian schools 141 
students and 10 teachers participated in the project. 

Certificates of participation will be emailed to all participants as well as a copy of the publication collecting 
the results of this first edition. Indeed, we wish to renew and make this action part of our annual activites to 
promote childhood and youth and train World Citizens ambassadors of the Rights of the Child: a future for 
Peace. Click on the links at the end of each presentation to watch the videos. 

Video presentation : https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=987002931670577  
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Participating establishments 

Country City Establishments Responsible Group Age 
Cat.

language video

1 BRAZIL SAO PAULO Colégios Gato Xadrez e Conde 
Domingos

Wagner Saldanha 141 5-10 English/ 
Portuguese

2 COLOMBIA BOGOTA Manuela Ayala de Gaitán de Facatativá Esmeralda Guerrero 25 5-7 Spanish

3 COLOMBIA BOGOTA Colegio John F Kennedy IED Henry Arturo Alvarez 
M.

23 4-5 Spanish

4 COLOMBIA BOGOTA Centro Amar Daiyana Jaimes 58 6-16 Spanish

5 EGYPT ALEXANDRIE Bibliotheca Alexandrina Dalia Elkony 30 9-14 Arab

6 UNITED 
STATES

NEW YORK Renanim Academy Alexandra Quiroz 12 6-9 English

7 FRANCE ST-PARRES-AUX-
TERTRES

Ecole élémentaire Brossolette-Ferry Sandrine Faucheux 26 8-10 French

8 FRANCE TROYES Ecole Brossolette-Ferry Classe Ramses Lucille Mocquery 9 7-12 French

9 GREECE RHODES The Children’s Art Gallery of Greece Aikaterina Lengou 29 5 Greek

10 LATVIA UPESCIEMS Bergi Music and art primary school Maija Purgaile 21 7-9 Latvian

11 MEXICO MEXICO/
QUERETARO

Colegio Carol Baur, école associée 
UNESCO

Dra. Sandra 
Maldonado B.

173 7-18 Spanish / 
French / English

12 PORTUGAL LISBONNE Colégio Valsassina Maria João Craveiro 
Lopes

24 9-11 English/ 
Portuguese

13 ROMANIA CORMANIC Scoala Gimnaziala nr.2 Comarnic Mihaela Paduraru 
Comanoiu

20 10 Romanian

14 ROMANIA CORMANIC Scoala Gimnaziala nr.2 Comarnic Gulei Simona 15 10-11 Romanian

15 ROMANIA TIMIȘOARA Ecole N°7 « Saint Mary » Luminita Tomuta 11 7-9 Romanian

16 RUSSIA KEMEROVO Central Children's Art School Chebotareva Larisa 60 7-15 English / Russian

17 RUSSIA MGA “Mginskaya Children’s Art School” ДХШпМга 
Ленинградская

25 4-16 Russian

18 SRI LANKA NEGOMBO Little Fingers Art Studio Dilshani Ranaraja 18 6-12 Sinhala / English

19 UKRAINE ZAPOROZHYE Art School Irina Makovskaya 28 4-15 Ukrainian
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• Registered countries that 
could not participate 

• Participating countries that 
have submitted the final work



Brazil - Sâo Paulo 
Establishment: Colégios Gato Xadrez e Conde Domingos 
Project leader:  Wagner Saldanha  
Group: 141 participants, including 58 girls and 83 boys aged 5 to 10 

The Gato Xadrez and Conde Domingos schools in São Paulo, Brazil have carried out several fun and 
educational activities to closely study the Convention on the Fundamental Rights of the Child: games, 
readings and class discussions. On the video, before speaking, each child introduces himself by his first 
name (right to an identity), then they explain to us, in their words, their rights: All children have the right ... 

… To read a book.     … To take a break. 
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… To discover.           …  To play. 

… To have a good nutrition.    …To play sports. 

… To education.       … To paint, to draw and to create. 

…To innovate.                         … To have access to a library. 
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… To good medical attention                                 … To information. 

Class discussion: All children have the right to life, to love, to have a family. 

“All children have the right to dream, to imagine”. Rafaela, 10 years old. 

Video :  

https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=527152207953984 

https://youtu.be/v42Fid2mJNU 
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https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=527152207953984
https://youtu.be/v42Fid2mJNU


Colombia - Facatativá  
Establishment: : Manuela Ayala de Gaitán de Facatativá  
Project leader:  Esmeralda Guerrero 
Group : 25 participants, including 9 girls and 16 boys aged 5 to 7 

After a presentation of the group in the introduction, we see the children very attentive during a puppet 
session on the Rights of the Child. They hear about each right, followed by questions to the group. 
Drawing, reading and fun activities facilitated the discovery of the CRC. They then produced a collective 
fresco on one of the walls of the school entitled "Pact for the respect of our rights". On the video it is 
possible to see the realization in a time-lapse! 

Video : 

https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=2432593850336986 

https://youtu.be/69UsBGLUuaQ  
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https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=2432593850336986
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Colombia - Bogotá  
Establishment: IED Colegio John F. Kennedy 
Project leader:  Henry Arturo Alvarez M. 
Group: 23 participants, including 13 girls and 10 boys aged 4 to 5 

After watching a video on the CRC, the students took part in drawing and painting sessions inspired by 
Miró and other great artists. On the video they present their artistic creations to us and small theatrical 
scenes on their rights. 
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All children have the right to have a 
family, to education, to health, to a 
smile, to a first name ... 

 

Video : https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=328953481869980  

https://youtu.be/aKtA1cor5EM 
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https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=328953481869980
https://youtu.be/aKtA1cor5EM


Colombia - Bogotá  
Establishment : Centro Amar 
Project leader: Daiyana Jaimes 
Group: 58 participants, including 29 girls and 29 boys aged 6 to 16 

Centro Amar is a Bogotá Town Hall Service which welcomes children aged 6 to 18 in vulnerable situations. 
They benefit from academic support and sports, artistic and cultural activities. There, they learn about their 
rights and duties in order to get to know their city better and take advantage of all it has to offer them. 
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In the video, with a touch of humor, the young actors show them initially a little ignorant about the subject, 
they try with great difficulty to explain what a right is. Then, after having explored the CRC from drawing 
and discussion workshops, they become ambassadors of their rights and the CRC. 

Video :  

https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=3569510873093589 

https://youtu.be/Q2_jphDAn-E 
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https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=3569510873093589
https://youtu.be/Q2_jphDAn-E


Egypt - Alexandria  
Establishment: Bibliotheca Alexandrina (BA). 
Project leader: Dalia Elkony 
Group: 30 participants from 9 to 14 years old 

The BA conducted workshops to educate children about their rights for 3 registered schools: Ecole Girard 
(French-speaking participants), French European High School (French-speaking participants) and Taymour 
School (English-speaking participants). 

The workshops and sessions were varied: drawing workshop, writing, soft skills ... to allow young people to 
express themselves and learn about their rights. 

The participating children had to make a video report, draw pictures or write texts to show us their views 
and ideas about the topic. However, due to the Covid-19 crisis the workshops were interrupted and the 
project could not be completed as planned. 
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It was still possible to organize: 

• A “snakes and ladders” game workshop for a general demonstration of CRC articles. 

  

•  A writing workshop to express 
themselves and learn more about 
the Convention. 

 

• A comic book workshop (2 sessions) and a 
2-day event at the beginning of March 
(interaction between the children 
theatrical pieces, songs and games 
around the theme). 
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Video : https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=2526781024280419  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EA7_Q-P1DIA 
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https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=2526781024280419
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EA7_Q-P1DIA


United States - New York 
Establishment: Renanim Academy 
Project leader:  Alexandra Quiroz 
Group: 12 participants, including 6 girls and 6 boys aged 6 to 9 

The children of the Renanim school participated in discussion 
and artistic practice sessions in order to learn more about the 
rights that protect them. At the end of the project, the parents 
of the children participated in the exhibition organized to 
present the artistic creations. 

In addition, the children produced a reproduction of the 
visual of the project which corresponds to the 13th prize of 
the 2018 International Visual Arts Competition in the age 
category of 14-17 years old: 

Ondrej BRADA 

Czech Republic 

2018 
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Each child chose a right and represented it on a plasticine board. They explored other artistic techniques 
such as the scratch card. 

When in Difficulty "We can make a love solution ».  
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During the opening ceremony of 
the exhibition, the children sang 
“We are the world” from the USA 
for Africa album. 

Video : https://
www.facebook.com/watch/?
v=321489108964439 

https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=akYZL1RwChg 
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https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=321489108964439
https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=321489108964439
https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=321489108964439
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=akYZL1RwChg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=akYZL1RwChg


France - Saint-Parres-aux-Tertres 
Establishment: Elementary School Brossolette-Ferry 
Project leader:  Sandrine Faucheux 
Group: 26 participants, including 10 girls and 16 boys aged 8 to 10 

With great seriousness, the CE2 and CM1 students prepared posters on the theme: "Respecting our rights 
is important in order to be happy". The children answer a number of questions about the CRC. In the video, 
each student introduced himself (Right to a first name, to an identity), they told us what they like to eat 
(Right to a good diet) and they favourite sport (Right to practise a sport and to leisure). 
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Video :  

https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=596801387667199 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5InhNVA-oLM 
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https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=596801387667199
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5InhNVA-oLM


France - Troyes 
Establishment: ITEP external class at Danton Jules Ferry’s Primary School 
Project leader:  Lucille Mocquery 
Group: 9 participants, including 1 girl and 8 boys aged 7 to 12 

The RAMSES class (Adapted Return in School Environment through Education and Care) is made up of 9 
students, they participated in a reading workshop to learn about their rights and discover the Convention. 
They then played a card game (Family Game) to learn more. Finally, they produced a collective book where 
each one illustrated a right through drawing and collage. 
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"We have learned a lot of things ... and this project has shown us that, despite our 
handicap, we are a united group and that our strength is precisely our difference". 

24

Their artistic creation is conserved and will be 
exhibited at the next edition "Graines d'Artistes du 
monde". 

Video : https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=4nlVT4BAQIg 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4nlVT4BAQIg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4nlVT4BAQIg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4nlVT4BAQIg


Greece - Rhodes 
Establishment: The Children’s Art Gallery of Greece & Rhodes College 
Project leader:  Aikaterina Lengou, Matina Koullarou, Evangelia Zoglou, Anna Stamataki. 
Group: 29 participants, including 9 girls and 20 boys of 5 years old 

Ms. Lengou's students, with the participation of the theater and singing teacher, offered us a beautiful song 
to celebrate the 30th anniversary of the Convention as well as drawings inspired by the theme: 
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The children are painting the walls 

With two hearts and a sun in the middle 
I take light from the sun and create love 

and you tell me you like it! 

The children are singing in the streets  
and their voices change the world 

the darkness goes away 
and the day blooms like a flower 

Our heart is a cloud  
and our life a celebration 

I love you and the vast world 
seems like a tiny place.   

The children are painting the walls 
With two hearts and a sun in the middle 
I take light from the sun and create love 

and you tell me you like it! 

The children are singing in the streets  
and their voices change the world 

the darkness goes away 
and the day blooms like a flower 

Our heart is a cloud  
and our life a celebration 

I love you and the vast world 
seems like a tiny place. 

Video : https://www.facebook.com/
watch/?v=926730474546930 

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7i-
G8Rcj2cY 
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Latvia - Upesciems 
Establishment: Bergi Music and art primary school 
Project leader:  Maija Purgaile 
Group: 21 participants, including 16 girls and 5 boys aged 7 to 9 

The students of the School of Music and Arts in Bergi, introduced us to their school, founded in 1869, 
where they practice the visual arts. 

« A child means every human being under the age of eighteen years, unless, under the law applicable to 
the child, majority is attained earlier, 

Video : https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=816159082487773 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zUoBfUbaarU 
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With drawings and paintings, they made a presentation which details their rights. 

Every child shall have the 
right from birth to a name, 
the right to acquire a 
nationality, and the right to 
know and be cared for by his 
parents. 

Every child has the right to 
education. 

Every child has the right to 
preservation of his or her 
identity. 

Every child has the right to 
protection of the law in case 
of interference or attacks on 
said privacy. 

Every child has the right to a 
standard of living adequate 
for the child's physical, 
mental, spiritual, moral and 
social development. 

Every child has the right to 
the highest attainable 
standard of health and 
facilities for the treatment of 
illness and the rehabilitation 
of health. 

Every child has the right to 
engage in play, recreational 
activities, and to participate 
freely in cultural life and the 
arts. 
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Mexico - México /Querétaro 
Establishment : Colegio Carol Baur 
Project leader: Dra. Sandra Maldonado B. 
Group: 173 participants, including 111 girls and 62 boys aged 7 to 18 

Colegio Carol Baur, a UNESCO associated school, has made an exceptional commitment to this project. In 
total 23 projects were carried out in the first and second cycle, mobilizing 173 young people and 15 
teachers. Thus, we have gathered these projects on three videos. The first part presents Article 17: Right to 
access to information, art. 24: Health and medical attention services, art. 32: Child labor, art. 13: Right to 
artistic expression, art. 28: Right to education, art. 30 Regarding indigenous minorities: A child belonging to 
an indigenous population or a minority has the right to enjoy his own cultural life, to practice his own 
religion and to use his own language. Finally, art. 31: right of every child to rest, leisure, play, recreational 
activities and free and full participation in cultural and artistic life. 
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The second part continues with the art. 31 and the practice of dance, art. 2: right to non-discrimination, art. 
6: right to protect the planet and fight against global warming, art. 13 and 14 right to freedom of 
expression "The power of words: We, young people, need artistic expression in order to be able to express 
our feelings and emotions". “We are very proud of our work”. "The world needs children who grow up happy 
and with love."  
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Finally, the third part presents their ideas in the context of the celebration of the 30 years of the CRC. Art. 
12 right to express their ideas, art. 24 on children with disabilities "We want all the children of the world to 
express their thoughts without being afraid, that is why today we are celebrating 30 years of the Convention 
on the Rights of the Child! ". During a day of celebration, the school invited several young people from 
external medico-educational institutions to discuss with them and to include them in this celebration: The 
disabled child has the right to benefit from special care as well as from appropriate education and training 
to enable him to lead a full and decent life, in dignity, and to achieve the highest possible degree of 
autonomy and social integration. 

 

Videos:  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OQaHIJ9aDEc 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gL8_PE0g3Yo 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jKejnRFA1AY&t=382s 
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Portugal - Lisbon 
Establishment: Colegio Valsassina 
Project leader: Maria Joâo Craveiro Lopes 
Group: 24 participants, including 14 girls and 10 boys aged 9 to 11 

« Hi everyone! We are a multicultural 4th year class with children from eight different nationalities, we study 
at Colegio Valsassina, a private school in Lisbon, the capital of Portugal. By the way, Portugal is a fantastic 
place to live and to visit. You probably know Fernão de Magalhães, the sailor who did the first voyage 
around the world and proved that the earth is round. He changed the world forever but we also have lots of 
fantastic people. - Like who? - Like us! 

We are between nine and eleven years old, we are all different but at the same time unique like all the 
children from the world. We love being at the school, learning, doing and growing up. This is what bring us 
together and motivate us to participate in this project ». 

In the video, the students of Colégio Valsassina present the CRC: What is being a child? What is a right?  

32



An article on their involvement in this project as well as on the methodology used and the advantages of 
having participated in this action was written by the group manager. You can find the full article in the 
appendix at the end of the report, page 54. 

"We know what every child needs: to have a family and to be loved, to have the right food and 
care to ensure their health." 

Video :  

https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=329482181718141 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sSFKsNXe5bk 
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Romania - Cormanic 
Establishment : Scoala Gimnazia nr2 Cormanic 
Project leader: Mihaela Paduraru Comanoiu 
Group: 20 participants, including 10 girls and 10 boys aged 10 

The children in Ms. Paduraru's class worked on the CRC from readings and drawings. In the video they call 
for respect for the rights of the child with the hope of being able to build a better world. They made cone-
shaped hats that read “drepturile copiilor” (Children's Rights).  
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Video : https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=316752609632836 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=24vG4WiNX9A 

https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=316752609632836
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=24vG4WiNX9A


Romania - Cormanic 
Establishment: Scoala Gimnazia nr2 Cormanic 
Project leader: Simona Gulei 
Group: 15 participants, dont 7 filles et 8 garçons de 10 à 11 ans 

 

The children of Mrs. Gulei's class have transmitted to us their wish to ensure respect for the rights of the 
child in the world. 

Video : 

https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=316752609632836 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=24vG4WiNX9A 
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Roumanie - Timișoara 
Establishment: Ecole N°7 « Saint Mary » 
Project leader: Luminita Tomuta 
Group: 11 participants, dont 5 filles et 6 garçons de 7 à 9 ans 

Silagie Sonia - Together - Impreuna 

The students in Ms. Tomuta's class studied the Convention on the Rights of the Child and were inspired to 
create drawings of their feelings. We present in the video all the creations made. 
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Foca Alexandru - You are not alone - Nu esti singur Arnautu Andrei - The house of love - Casa iubirii
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Stoia Alesia - Wounded Heart - Inima ranita

Mogos Mara - I know you can - Stiu ca poti

Batrana Raul - Friendly Clouds - Norii prietenosi

Soptelea Sofia - Guard of the forest - Paznicul padurii
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Bosica Alexandru - Albastrel is not alone - 
Albastrel nu e singur

Recasan Stefan - More than 1000 words - 
Mai mult decat 1000 de cuvinte

Luca Alin - Reconcile - Sa ne impacam

Video : https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=316752609632836 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=24vG4WiNX9A 

https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=316752609632836
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=24vG4WiNX9A


Russia - Kemerovo 
Establishment: Central Children's Art School 
Project leader: Larisa Chebotareva 
Group: 60 participants, including 53 girls and 7 boys aged 7 to 15 

" Hi ! We are students of the Central Children's Art School in Kemerovo! We live in Russia, in Siberia. It’s 
winter now. It is very beautiful ! 

We have done important work. We organized an exhibition of children's drawings. It talks about children's 
rights. We called it: "The world in children's hands". 
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Angelina Nyagina - Winter fun



 
Here's how it went: The teachers told us about the 
Convention on the Rights of the Child (CRC). We have also 
prepared reports. 

60 students drew their own pictures. Together with the teachers, we prepared them for the exhibition.   

The opening of the exhibition took place on January 17, 2020. This exhibition has been seen by many 
children and adults.  
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And we send our greetings! We wish all the children happiness! 

Find all their artistic creations in the video. 

Video : 

https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=3277700692344188 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5ZJQcrS02mU 
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Aleksandra Serganova - Mother’s love

Veronika Shuplecova - With family Timur Habibulin - Sports competition

https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=3277700692344188
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5ZJQcrS02mU


Russia - Mga 
Establishment: Mginskaya Children’s Art School 
Project leader: ДХШпМга Ленинградская 
Group: 25 participants, including 20 girls and 5 boys aged 4 to 16 

Pupils from Mginskaya Art School painted on the theme of the Rights of the Child. Painting, drawing, batik, 
ceramics, a whole multitude of artistic techniques used to defend the right to creativity and freedom of 
expression.    
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The fabulous night before Christmas - 
Irina Alexandrova 13 years old.

Ceramic lesson Batik Unicorn - Ekaterina 
Мurasheva 9 years old. 



 

 

 

Video :  
https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=1049041232194912 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=w7C9UbSRXO0 
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Baptism of Russia - Maxim Kurilin 10 years.

Peasant family - Valeria Oleynik 15 years old.

Jules Verne - Lana Shestakov 9 years old. Ivan Tsarevich - Olga Ronshina 9 years old.

https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=1049041232194912
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=w7C9UbSRXO0


Sri Lanka - Negombo 
Establishment: Little Fingers Art Studio 
Project leader: Dilshani Ranaraja 
Group: 18 participants, including 12 girls and 6 boys aged 6 to 12 
 

The kids and the Little Fingers Art Studio team got involved very seriously in the project. They participated 
in discussion and exchange sessions on the subject, as well as painting, drawing and theatre workshops! 

On the video the children explain to us the importance of the Convention on the Rights of the Child (CRC) 
and what it means to them. Their experience was reported in the local newspaper The Sunday Morning 
(see appendix), in the Little Stars section of December 30, 2019: 

In order to celebrate the 30th anniversary of the CRC, Little Fingers Art Studio conducted à two-day 
programme which includes an educational presentation about child rights, a discussion about the 
educational points of child, and art and drama workshop to express children’s ideas, and concluded with 
an exhibition along with a certificate giveaway ceremony for the kids who participated.  
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The group of children at Little Fingers completed few group drawings, individual drawings, group drama 
projects, and group discussions with regard to child rights. 

The children who participated and their parents 
were very impressed by this event, as it was the 
first of its kind in Sri Lanka. We at little fingers hope 
to work closely with international organisations in 
order to give Sri Lankan children more opportunity 
and guidance to participate in such events to 
express their unique creative skills, taking them out 
from the uniform education system. Dilshani 
Ranaraja. 

A parent of a participant said: « This workshop was not 
only educational for my kids, but also me and my 
husband. We learnt a lot about Child Rights Convention 
and enjoyed looking a the creative colourful art work 
done by the kids. I have been sending my two children to 
Little Fingers Art Studio for the last two years, because the 
art school annually provides opportunities like this for the 
children and I have seen great improvements on learning 
and creative development of my children over the years ». 
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“We express our gratitude to Louis François Centre for UNESCO of Troyes for the continuous support and 
giving this opportunity to Sri Lankan Children.” 

 

Video : https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=2614213665560607 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4D-zpqdhPhw 
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https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=2614213665560607
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4D-zpqdhPhw


Ukraine - Zaporozhye 
Establishment: Art School 
Project leader: Irina Makovskaya 
Group: 28 participants, including 19 girls and 9 boys aged 4 to 15 

Zaporozhye City Art School in Ukraine is a basic educational institution for art schools. During more than 
half a century of activity, it received more than 3,000 young people and valued their works - a significant 
contribution to the treasury of modern Ukrainian and culture world. 

Teachers are highly qualified specialists, many of whom combine teaching and creative activities in their 
daily work, they are members of the National Creative Union of Ukraine and other art associations, they 
take an active part in regional exhibitions, national and international, present their work at international art 
exhibitions, at various festivals and in the open air. 
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Within the walls of the school there is a healthy 
creative atmosphere, a sensitive attitude towards the students and their artistic growth. 

Today, Zaporozhye Children's Art School occupies an important place in the system of primary art 
education and aesthetic education of the youth of the country. 

In the video it is possible to meet all of Madame Makovskaya's students, during a photo presentation 
where each person's personality is revealed. Then we can observe the children in action during their artistic 
practice. 

Video : https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=3095119393844335 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hTeL1uJZsTI 
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https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=3095119393844335
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hTeL1uJZsTI


Conclusion 
When creating this project, we were far from imagining the scale and impact it could generate within our 
international partners. We are very satisfied to have exceeded our expectations in terms of participation, 
the quality of the work carried out and the investment of the leaders of each participating group. 
Celebrating the 30th anniversary of the CRC with children and young people from around the world, by 
involving them directly, has allowed us to see that the Rights of the Child remains a topical theme to be 
explored and developed within educational and artistic establishments. Not only it is a timeless theme, but 
also it is essential to guarantee the protection of children and the creation of spaces for free expression 
and artistic practice. 

Children and young people as active subjects 

One of our concerns was to position children and young people as actors and creators within the project. 
We were pleased to note that in each of the projects carried out, the adults responsible for the group made 
available to them the tools of communication, discussion and creation conducive to individual and group 
reflection around the CRC. Likewise, the projects were for the most part focused on the experience of 
exploration, expression and creation and not on the artistic production itself. 

Children and young people have a word to say 

The voices of children and young people were heard, they expressed themselves through various literary, 
artistic and technological means, positioning them as the main actors of the project. A total of 748 
participants, including 417 girls and 331 boys, became ambassadors of the CRC. 

A project of international size 

A total of 13 countries from Europe, Asia, Africa and America are represented in this first edition. For future 
editions, we will invite African, Scandinavian and Oceanic countries to give a voice to children from the 5 
continents of the planet. 

Establishments committed to the promotion of the Rights of the Child 

During this international action, each establishment used all the means at their disposal to allow children 
and young people to express themselves freely on the subject. A total of 26 groups registered in 
September 2019, but only 19 actively participated and made the final work. It should be noted that the 
project had to be interrupted in some establishments following the global health crisis that occurred at the 
end of 2019 and throughout 2020. In addition, this crisis also slowed down the monitoring of the project 
and the publication of results, following the temporary closure of our establishment. 

Group leaders 

A total of 62 adults, directors, coordinators, teachers, professors and facilitators, accompanied and guided 
the participants in carrying out the project. According to their experience, this project allowed the 
development of communication skills, critical and creative thinking as well as self-awareness and the need 
to respect others. 
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Arts education in the service of learning 

Art allows us to know and discover others and ourselves by multiplying and renovating forms of expression 
and communication. Exploring the CRC through music, dance, theatre, painting and song, allowed children 
to enrich their sensory and intellectual experience. 

The strengthened social bond 

This experience consolidated the links between the children, their parents, the animators and the 
community by opening a new channel of communication and free expression. 

We see a common factor in all the videos: smile and pride, sometimes stress in front of the camera but 
always a big smile on their faces, fulfilled children and young people enjoying the moment of a role play or 
a figuration to get their message across:  

"We want all the children of the world to be able to express themselves freely, that they can grow up in 
safety, surrounded by a family that gives them love and affection, that they can go to school, read, play, 
jump, invent, paint, sing, dance, laugh… a respectful world where we will be protected and where we can 
grow up in safety ”. 

The Louis François Center for UNESCO, which became the World Art Institute for Youth in December 2019, 
warmly thanks all the institutions involved for their motivation and constant collaboration. We invite them to 
join us for the next edition in order to participate in the training of fulfilled citizens of the world and 
defenders of their rights through the arts and culture: The Rights of the Child: A future for Peace. 
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Appendices 
Article Colegio Valsassina 
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Sri Lanka press article 
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